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Invest in 
kick-starting 
more Eureka 
moments!



The Innovators’ Circle  
High level gifts of £10,000 and above
£10,000 is the minimum cost of a WHRF grant and thus 
you would be recognised and acclaimed as a personal 
funder of an Innovation Award.

Major investment 
opportunities for you to join

The Founders’ Circle 
Major gifts of £100k and above
Fund a PhD Studentship or a Post-Doctoral Fellowship, 
or in combination with other Founders’ Circle 
members, make a contribution towards a Professorial 
Chair in Therapeutic Innovation. Exclusive benefits are 
offered to members of the Founders’ Circle.

Fellows’ Circle 2021
As part of the 50th anniversary celebrations, we 
invite you to join the “Fellows’ Circle 2021”, which 
recognises those who include WHR as a beneficiary 
in their will or otherwise contribute to funding the 
Sir John Vane Chair in Therapeutic Innovation. If you are 
interested in becoming a Fellow, please get in touch.

Do simply contact our Development 
Manager, Kuki Taylor by email at 
development@whrf.org.uk or use  
one of the donation methods below:

PayPal
You can set up a standing order through 
PayPal and register for Gift Aid.

Give as you Live
Give as you Live is a free and easy 
way to raise money for WHRF, just 
by shopping online. Sign up at 
giveasyoulive.com

Donating from the USA?
WHR is an Approved Partner Institution 
of the British Schools and Universities 
Fund (BSUF) that supports fundraising 
in the British Commonwealth through 
tax-effective giving in America. Visit 
www.bsuf.org for more information 
and to donate.

How do I donate 
to WHRF?

William Harvey Research needs new 
funding to ignite further acceleration  
of medical technology and research,  
to increase our chances of discovering  
more cures to more diseases.

100% of all donations to the Foundation are 
used entirely to support research at WHR. 
During the last ten years, we awarded 68 
grants, totalling over £3,000,000. To make 
a vital difference to patient outcomes we now 
need to raise £5m over the next five years to use 
new technology to investigate more diseases which 
have previously been ignored. With exciting new 
and emerging technology and a global centre of 
intellectual excellence, we want to capitalise and be 
in the vanguard of this pioneering era of innovation.

Your donations will fund:
    Innovation Awards through our global-standard peer-
review process. These kick-starter investments will 
allow us to test more ideas of more scientists more quickly 
and enable the best of these to move on to larger-scale 
research much sooner;

    More researchers and more equipment to expand  
our world-leading multi-disciplinary teams. This will  
speed up the pace of scientific discovery to meet the  
urgent medical needs;

    Professors of Therapeutic Innovation dedicated to 
research, free of teaching and administration duties. 
They will lead teams in the early development of new 
medicines, the refinement of treatments using the onsite 
genomics expertise and the re-purposing of existing drugs.

Welcoming 
your support


